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Remember Me? Tail Lights Conversion. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of
Thread: L. The only thing you will have to do is add resistors for the fast blink of the turning
signal and for the brakes I will provide them to your tail lights' wiring. I would place those inside
the tails, but they get hot and could melt the housings so it is much better to install them very
easy in the tail light bed on the car. I install the L. I can also convert Stealth tails, but I don't
have pictures or videos to show you. Below are some types of LEDs you can choose from for
your conversion. Some of them may not work for certain patterns, due to their limited flexibility,
but we can clarify that once you choose your pattern and let me know which LEDs you would
like to use for it. The strip below includes a special tube that resembles the new type of LED
tails in which the single LEDs cannot be seen, but a uniform strip of light can be observed. One
limitation with this one is that it cannot be cut to size and is available in only two sizes. Only
one of these sizes the 30cm one can be used for the 3KGT tails since it fits perfectly into the
main cluster. However, it will not fit into the turning signal portion of the tails: The ones below
are the LEDs I used for the Audi style and for the Lamborghini style. I use those a lot, because
they can be bent in any direction and can also be cut to size. One small limitation they have is
that they are thicker and interfere slightly with the reflectors on the red lens, but still fit under if
placed exactly between the two reflectors in each lens: The LEDs below are nice for a single row
strip as that strip contains 32 SMDs in a 30cm strip some of those come with only 15 SMDs The
red lens has these reflectors in the middle that bulge inwards and if the LED strip is too thick, it
interferes with them. They are also good, because they have 30 SMDs per row 60 in the two
rows in a 30cm strip, while some of those only have 15 SMDs per 30cm row: The ones below are
what I use for the circle type they come in different sizes : Also, I can supply the housings, but
that is obviously going to cost additionally, depending on how much I can find a set for at the
time you order. Let me know if you are interested and keep in mind that around Christmas the
mail deliveries slow down, due to everyone mailing presents, so it is better to do it before the
Christmas season or after that Also, be advised that I live in the Cayman Islands, which are not
part of the U. Here are some videos of the various types of L. Originally Posted by ilian Hi guys,
I have now created several different L. Here are the different types that you can choose from
Ilian. Originally Posted by IPD. Long time no chat, buddy! Are you still selling? Can you also
offer smoked smoked, polished, clear coated, etc? If so how much extra? And what's the
turnaround time? I do have cash in hand for this, but I'd have to arrange with Milt for shipping
my lights. Here is my last version - sequential Lambo style:. For that reason, I cannot give you
an answer on the question about the pattern. I should be able to get it done, but I can't say for
sure, until I open the tails. When you say ring around the light, what exactly do you mean? Do
you want a contour around the shape of the whole tail or am I understanding you wrong? I don't
do smoking of the lenses so you will have to find someone else to do that for you The turn
around time depends on how fast I get the tails. The fastest would be if you ship the tails
straight to me in the Cayman Islands, but that would probably be more expensive. Otherwise,
you will be shipping to Miami and then from there to me, a freight forwarder will deliver them to
me. Usually, it takes about two weeks before I get the tails, after they arrive in Miami I normally
complete the conversion within a couple of days and ship the tails back. If you live in the U.
Furthermore, if you live outside of the U. Are you located in the U. Looking for a ring around just
the rear-facing area on the tails--where light would normally shine from; not the whole outer
edge. Car is located in the USA. Let me know when you are ready to do it and I will give you the
shipping address. Ah, sorry, misread the price when I skimmed it. Yeah, I can send you funds,
but I'll need the address up front so I can get milt to ship the lights to you. I need an update. I
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ship the tails back. If you live in the U. Furthermore, if you live outside of the U. Are you located
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Information Groups Events Resources. The lights in our vehicles are important; not just
because they can look good at your vehicle but because they perform certain functions that are
mostly important to the overall performance of your vehicles. That's why your Mitsubishi
vehicles include several sets of lights both inside and out. Inside, those lights enable you to see
clearly the control buttons necessary for navigating and cruising. On the other hand, lights
outside including headlights, fog lights, tail lights and corner lights; these lights provides
illumination while you're navigating the roads. They have different functions as they are located
in different areas of the cars. You headlights are located at front to light the road ahead of you
while tail lights as its name imply lights the rear or the tail part of your vehicle. Fog lights help
you see through foggy roads and corner lights help you signal other vehicles that you're
turning. Mitsubishi altezza tail lights are also available in the market should you decided to
upgrade the specs of your car a bit. If you want sets of lights that will enhance the looks of your
vehicle aside from providing you safety navigating aid, altezza tail lights are available in the
market for you. And as altezza lights are intended for making a car look elegant and attractive,
you'll surely achieve stylish lighting and vehicle appearance with various altezza lights choices
available. And if you're into crafted lights, altezza lights are just what you're looking for. These
lights are especially made to act as accessories aside from mere lights for your vehicles.
According to history, altezza lights got its name from the Toyota Altezza which is a European
car that first used taillights in such fashion. This is also the reason why such kind of vehicle
lights are being tagged as euro tail lights, euro altezza tail lights or altezza euro tail lights. As its
origin imply, altezza lights including altezza tail lights will give your vehicle a distinct European
look. Altezza tail lights installed in your Mitsubishi vehicles will not just make your car clearly
visible from other vehicles trailing you but can also keep you in style; since stylish and elegant
looks are mostly the trend in the automotive world today you'll probably want your ride to be
inline. If you just decided to get altezza tail lights for your Mitsubishi, the market has a wide
variety of them. Altezza tail lights are being offered in precise OEM standards to fit your
vehicles exactly; just make sure that you get the right fittings by knowing the right
specifications your Mitsubishi has. When choosing a style for your Mitsubishi tail lights, think
about the look you want to create for your vehicle, whether you want it to appear sporty,
performance-driven, modern, or sleek. The more popular options for Mitsubishi are LED
light-emitting diode tail lights, which are brighter, more energy efficient, and more eye-catching,
and the Euro tail lights also known as Altezza tail lights , which can give the vehicle the clearer,
fresher new look. Make sure that the Mitsubishi tail lights that you will buy are street legal.
Although Mitsubishi vehicles are known for being a reliable companion on the road, the minute
the tail lights burn out or start to dim, the vehicle might get rear-ended or get into a road
accident. Without the shining red lights, tailing motorists may have a harder time calculating the
distance in between, figuring out whether you are coming to a stop or making a turn, and
spotting your vehicle in the dark or during foggy weather conditions. To prevent untoward
events on the road, you must drive with fully functioning Mitsubishi tail lights at all times.
Figure out whether you have to upgrade the stock tail lights or simply need an OE original
equipment replacement. If you do not see any point in changing the style of your tail lights and
you think that there is no need for a better-performing tail light set, you will do well browsing
through options for factory-style tail lights. You can get a wider selection from a good number
of aftermarket manufacturers. Some companies specialize in making OE-equivalent
replacements for late-model vehicles, trucks, SUVs, passenger cars, and select automotive
brands. These companies can build factory originals down to every detail, from the texture and
color to the shape and exact lighting setup. These aftermarket parts are competitively priced.
Custom tail lights can refresh the look of your Mitsubishi with some cutting-edge designs and
modern lighting technologies. You can also modify the tail lights for better performance, such
as brighter, more focused lighting, longer life span, and increased energy efficiency. When
switching to a new set of custom tail lights, rewiring the electronics is not always the drill. In
fact, some Mitsubishi custom tail light kits can be plugged in directlyâ€”no need for cutting or

drilling. They come as pre-assembled and can guarantee OE fit. They can be installed using
existing factory hardware. These are great options if you do not know much about retrofitting or
do not have any experience working with electronics, although you may still look into other kits
that may require some modifications but offer exactly the style you have in mind or the
technology that can update your rear lighting system. Just make sure that you understand the
requirements for plug and play. The Mitsubishi tail light assembly also comes in differently
colored housings such as chrome, black, smoke, and crystal clear. The choice mostly depends
on your preference and taste. Make sure that the aftermarket Mitsubishi tail lights that you will
buy are street legal. They guarantee reliability and quality. To get the best deal, always compare
prices from different manufacturers and sources. Use the complete vehicle information such as
the year and model to find Mitsubishi parts that fit. If you are looking for a Mitsubishi Galant tail
light or a replacement for any other model, you may have to specify the trim level as well. For
some models, you may even have to indicate the body style. Be thorough in checking out the
list of options and features to make sure that the products that will be presented to you are
specifically built for your vehicle and its requirements. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
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